This essay interrogates the phenomenon of diaspora philanthropy that only recently has gained the attention of scholarly and financial institutions in relation to Filipino migrants in Australia. With a particular focus on the Sydney Fiesta Cultura's yearly celebration of Filipino 'identity,' I present and clarify the links between transnational giving and a migrant community's sexualised citizenship, and then problematise how this relationship is grounded specifically in the 'mail-order bride' as a gendered subject.
. Like the practice of remitting monthly living allowances to one's family, a practice conditioned by South-to-North migrations across the world, diaspora philanthropy necessitates a new framework that veers away from Western definitions of giving, and being philanthropic, and even benevolent.
While diaspora philanthropy patterns itself on the altruist philosophy of giving in the West, it is conditioned by very different social relations between givers and receivers and, in turn, results in new economic formations in the old country. For instance, does the diaspora philanthropy of Filipinos in the USA, Australia or Canada to Filipinos in the Philippines resemble the definition of 'generosity,' and reach the standard of what is to be given within the cultural parameters, of the West or that of the old country? The balikbayan box (literally 'homecoming' box) that overseas Filipinos diligently fill with things-from canned goods, to second-hand clothes, toys, complimentary pens, winter jumpers, and all imaginable knickknacks-and then send to relatives who gracefully receive the unsuitable, at times useless, 'gifts,' can be a microcosm of the 'cultural' specificities of philanthropy. Take, for instance, a tiny concrete waiting shed in the town of Calamba, Laguna, where a boldly painted sign reads: 'A gift from the FilipinoAmerican Association of San Diego, California, USA.' The production of desires, in particular of fantasies of overseas migration, which this waiting shed and what it stands for engenders in every person in the town, or perhaps in passersby who resent its construction, is facilitated by diaspora philanthropy. Yet, as Northern countries tighten their migration intake of low-skilled 'third world' citizens who do not exhibit the same 'flexibility' as their high-skilled cosmopolitan counterparts (Ong 1999) , the feeding off from transnational desiring that underpins diaspora philanthropy could be interpreted as symbolic violence to those left behind and not as a gesture of goodwill. Do questions such as 'what is to be given' and 'in what physical forms and social contracts should giving take place' undermine the spirit of transnational giving? Or are these questions comfortably glossed over in the name of the liberalism by which benevolence without accountability is ontologically possible?
Peggy Levitt (2002) raises the point that migrants' mobilisation of their human and financial resources is a self-regulatory mechanism in situations where state intervention is not immediate. Like views critical of money remittances as only palliatively dealing with the causes of inequity of wealth amongst nations and the concentration of global capitalism in select cities, diaspora philanthropy lets government initiatives become auxiliary to resources pumped by external sources; at times local officials simply become enactors of migrant projects (Geithner et al. 2005) . For example, the Ayala Foundation, a private organisation established by the Ayala Corporation, 'the largest conglomerate in the Philippines,' has had a branch in the USA since 2000. As it can operate freely in the Philippines, the US branch constructs itself as a 'bridge of hope across the seas' that oversees donations from Filipino-Americans for poverty-reduction programs without the need to liaise with the Philippine government (Garchitorena 2007: 16) . From 2002 to 2006, the Ayala Foundation USA facilitated the transfer of US$2.8 million of cash and in-kind donations from Filipino-Americans to the Philippines. It is not difficult to see how transnational giving is caught in the cycle of economic and social changes that order market demands and arrange peoples' lives and geographies.
Migrants return resources to the countries they left behind as a result of the neoliberalist deregulation of labour markets and the segregation and subsequent valorisation of the skilled over the non-skilled, where labour is either outsourced or arbitraged (Ong 2006: 160-63) . Diaspora philanthropy narrows and minimises government intervention in public welfare. Emma Bell's study of neoliberalism and criminal justice notes the 'new welfarism,' whereby individuals are taught to 'responsibilise' and self-regulate; this subsequently gives rise to the 'punitive turn' of states as the old social order is replaced (2011: 20-21) . The worldwide income gap has been partially improved by the remittances and diasporic charity resulting from the movement of labouring bodies. A total of US$440 billion dollars of remittance transfers was reported in 2010 (World Bank 2011: x) . The rising share of money transfers in the GDP of developing nations in Asia, Africa and Central America where as much as 35 percent (Tajikistan) of a country's GDP is sourced from remittances prove the enormous potential of migrant philanthropy to relieve states from the responsibility to provide social services (World Bank 2011). It could be said that neoliberal labour has 'responsibilised' migrants to look after non-migrants back home. Such a formulation is often expressed in nationalist terms, as a personal and yet also as a political affair of migrants. If migrants do not give back, who will?
The entrapment of migrants in the machinery of physical exodus and transnational economic returns is better exemplified by philanthropy organised around the 'hometown associations' commonly established by migrants from Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean (Orozco & Rouse 2007; Orozco & Welle 2009 ) but also from the Philippines.
These migrant associations, especially those formed by migrants from rural areas, are often focused on the alleviation of poverty and contributing to local infrastructure, while 'hometown associations' from China, India and Taiwan extend philanthropy as capital investment to spur business activities (Johnson 2007: 11) . There are many examples of Filipino 'hometown associations' in Sydney, some of which I was acquainted with while doing fieldwork. Bicolanos in Sydney is active in pulling resources together to finance scholarships for impoverished students, build infrastructure, and enable medical and dental missions. A fundraising dinner I attended in 2009 in Blacktown, New South Wales, was a good example of a 'hometown association' in action; the event made visible how the 'local-transnational-local' chain of geographies is formed with the support of (white) Australian politicians.
However, philanthropic landscapes may create unevenness amongst those on the receiving end. There are areas in the 'third world' where human development index scores are higher and are more likely to send their locals to overseas destinations than less fortunate areas. This means that places with higher outgoing migrant density have a greater chance to reap benefits from diaspora philanthropy and remittances and to accumulate economic and social capital over the years. Those with little 'migrant investment,' however, are doomed to remain impoverished, particularly when states have concentrated capital in the development of urban zones and technology parks. The unevenness of this 'development' continues if certain places cannot sustain patterns of earlier migration. Today, the town of Mabini in the province of Batangas, south of Manila, is known for the hundreds of locals who left for Italy to provide domestic service. The 'new money' sent for about four decades has developed the town into a more urbanised space amidst tracts of farmland (Basa et al. 2009: 15-17) . The town is called 'Little Italy,' reflecting how returned migrants have built Mediterranean-inspired houses, opened 'Italian' restaurants, financed the paving of the town's roads, and established vineyards as an homage to the culture and people they were exposed to as servants. Mabini has been frequently cited as an example of the successes of labour migration; the small town has become a curiosity for tourists passing by the province.
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family-or do they embark on a new migration pattern? These are questions raised by the long-term effects of diaspora philanthropy. The event, then, was a consolidation of the Filipino community's expansion; it had become a critical venue in the recognition (and assertion) of the presence of another ethnic group in multicultural Australia. This solidifying of identity, however, was accomplished at the expense of acknowledging the community's feminised migration, which I address in the following sections. Indeed, there was no trace of the so-called 'mail-order bride' in the Fiesta, or at least, none that an outsider could easily perceive.
Who is the 'Filipino' in Australia?
The 'Filipino' in Australia is a 'Filipina.' As a sexualised Other of Australianecessarily a racialised Other as well-naturalised Philippine-born citizens are collectively feminised and known under the rubric of 'mail-order brides.' The gendered specificity of Filipino migration has positioned the community as an underclass, easily discriminable because of the weight of being non-white, 'Third World-looking people' (Hage 1998: 18-19) and further burdened as the 'whore' immigrant class in Australia. also characterised by large-scale family reunion migration. This proved to be the most definitive of diasporic exits from the Philippines to Australia, as noted in the wide scholarship on the 'mail-order bride' phenomenon in Australia (Boer 1988; Cooke 1987; Perdon 1998; Hennessy 2004; Mowatt and Wall 1992; Tibe-Bonifacio 2003) .
Despite changes in the migration in-take since the 1990s, which focused on highly skilled professionals-for instance, (male) temporary workers in Western Australia- While the racialised citizen is tolerated, the sexualised citizen is permissible-to a certain degree-for the affective labour she embodies. The Filipino wife is also readable by the function she plays in Australia's imagined project of modernity: her presence either in the outback or in a picket-fence-lined white suburb neutralises a racist and colonialist past through a 'multiculturalism' that has generally subsumed her, while at the same time, permitting her to experience a systemic inequality.
The citizenship premised on the undesirable, yet usable, sexual Other that Filipinos possess in their 'southern' migration has captured the community singularly like no other immigrant group in Australia. While racialised citizenship is inevitably also sexualised, Filipinos suffer an unmatched disrepute that is hardly ever explained as a consequence of global forces, women's position as the 'second sex' or the specificities of Philippine postcoloniality. The 'mail-order bride' is a 'problem' because there are women who are more 'prostitutable' than others. The problem is exacerbated by culturally specific factors that differentiate between groups of women: for instance, the Indian woman is less sexualised than the Thai, but no less exotic. A sexualised citizenship essentialises subjects so that they believe the negative culturalised representations about them, or at least, they behave as if they believe their construction.
I raise this point because doing ethnography of sexualised citizens reveals a deep-seated paranoia among participants that my research will again remind the community that it is more 'prostitutable' than others. The caution exercised by Filipino-Australians in general-but specifically those who lived through the scandalous 'mail-order bride'
years-to measure their proximity from the 'mail-order bride' is a latent feature of sexualised citizenship. It is a symptom of fear, anxiety, humiliation, and a sadness that does not cast a long shadow in other immigrant communities. 
Transnational bodies, sexual labour and the politics of giving
Framing the politics of diaspora philanthropy vis-à-vis feminised migration allows us to recognise the complicit dependence of philanthropic acts on the political economy of the gendered body, that of the 'third world woman' in particular. The concept of embodiment posits that the body is the main battleground over which gender politics is constructed, discursivised and practiced (Conboy et al. 1997: 1-3) . The body and the way it lends itself to be a symbol, an agent and a material site have been studied in many ways: as a menstruating and reproducing body (Martin 1989) ; as a violable body (MacKinnnon 1989); as commodity (hooks 1992); as 'sexage' (Guillaumin 1995 (Bordo 1997: 90-91 (Balsamo 1996: 3-6) . And since 'the body is our general medium for having a world,' according to Merleau-Ponty (in Reischer & Koo 2004: 307) , the body is changed by the vicissitudes of a racialised patriarchy that marks it as a target. Yet it also has the capacity to resist dominant (and) oppressive practices (Reischer & Koo 2004: 307) .
The flesh that embodies cultural, linguistic and ethnic separation, but also the capital for exchange-'third-word difference'-is also the receiving end of corporeal violence.
The bodily harm experienced by 'mail-ordered brides' in Australia has been well documented: victims were drowned, shot, knifed, slashed, hit on the head with a hammer, pushed into water, strangled, cut up, stabbed thirty times, strangled with a lamp cord and then set on fire, bashed in the head, among others. Sometimes the body of the 'mail-order bride' was simply made to 'disappear' as if she never existed (Cunneen & Stubbs 1997: 55-79) . On the other hand, however, the body of the Filipino woman is also the 'receptacle' of biological reproduction, and thus of familial values that uphold the virtues of the nation-state. Her capacity in Australia to reproduce the mixed-race child is a trace of her sexualised migration, the returned profit from a 'foreign investment' in the third world. The other extreme of the spectrum where the body is desired, caressed, loved, touched and valorised is also part of discursive formation of the body as 'docile' and as an object of 'surveillance' (Balsamo 1996) .
Central to the issue of the Filipino 'bride' is a body that can be 'ordered'-a package that undergoes a geographic dislocation and a cultural devaluation-and be 'in order' to perform bodily functions such as sex and reproduction. Through the body, the 'ordered'
Filipino woman became an agent who has literally 'given birth' to a set of new citizens that continues to alter the racial and social landscape of (white) Australia.
Without insinuating that candidates in Miss Philippines-Australia from interracial marriages are daughters of 'mail-order brides,' or without reducing the beauty pageant to a 'mail-order bride'-only phenomenon-elitist and culturally essentialist to begin with-I would argue that for a community whose embodiment has been heavily racialised and sexualised, beauty contests, not unlike reproduction, are a form of sexualised labour. The Filipino woman as wife and mother-in other words, her capacity to perform sexual and reproductive labour, not to mention her lifetime of unpaid domestic work-is a border-crossing body. The Filipino-Australian woman as body for diaspora philanthropy, on the other hand, is an investment whose profit is gained by the crossing of transnational borders. I would argue that other young women, say, Fijian-Australian or Indian-Australians, who perform the same symbolic and material labours, do not invite sexualisation in the way Filipino-Australians do.
The Sydney Fiesta Cultura sells the beauty/body of the Filipino-Australian woman in the context in which the community is built. Moreover, it promotes a measure of looking back, a recognition of one's heritage, and a celebration of one's ethnicity, that renders Filipinos as 'different' and thus at odds with their desired fate in Australia. This is evident in the attempts of some young women to speak in Filipino when presenting themselves or to sing a Filipino song with an accent. Yet the fiesta is also a venue of hybridity, in which the young contestants negotiate their characterisation as 'good'
Filipinas-conservative, elegant, eager to please, submissively 'Oriental'-and as 'lucky' Australian women-educated, articulate, feisty, independent-minded, the liberated modern subject. Such clichéd self-identification is forged under the belief that one can occupy the extreme ends of the spectrum. This is, I argue, a paean to the very values of immigrant indebtedness passed on to Filipinas by their elders who recognise how 'lucky' they are to be in 'multicultural' Australia: to be different yet accepted; to be unwelcomed yet tolerated. But this articulation of hybridity as one of the many 'gifts' bestowed by migration and partial integration into white Australia is not entirely explained in terms of ethnicity or cultural and racial otherness. The fiesta itself is a gendered performance of thanksgiving, and the masculine operations of the celebration betray how this feminised community has an internalised patriarchal orientation. While
Miss Philippines-Australia is a feminised institution, the fiesta-operated, managed and envisioned by the mostly male community leaders of PASCI-is particularly masculine.
Not unlike its early rationale as a sports and recreation group for male Filipino migrants, the fiesta exhibits a gendered division of labour as well. On the one hand, the sports events such as golf, tennis, basketball, to mention a few, held prior to the fiesta are dominated by fathers, sons and brothers, and culminate in trophy-raising ceremonies and coverage in ethnic newspapers. On the other hand, the fiesta proper is the 'family day' on which mothers, sisters, daughters, and children are entertained. Like many gendered events, the day of the fiesta is planned according to the roles ascribed to women and children: Manila-based celebrities and heartthrobs surrounded by screaming mothers and daughters, the Ferris wheel and other rides, the games, and of course, food, Recent scholarship reads beauty contests as an exercise in good citizenship whereby women perform civic duties by articulating sentiments that promote the positive values of health, fertility and productivity that in turn reflect national aspirations (Banet-Weiser 1999: 202-4) . This is a far cry from reading such contests as 'culturally irrelevant or as an anachronism,' as typified by feminist critiques of the ways women are objectified in such contests (Watson & Martin 2004: 18) . Migrant women, however, do more than perform 'good citizenship.' Young Filipino-Australian women perform the demands of overlapping 'dual citizenship' duties so that the labour extracted for the conduct of beauty contests provides a conduit for transnational philanthropy. The Filipino migrant community's diaspora philanthropy, then, is all the more problematic and needs serious reflection. This is particularly important given that this community's growth was made materially possible by 'mail-order brides' whose physical abuse by white male power was endured by the transborder, transgressive bodies whose exposure to the public is reminiscent-if not a painful parody-of the economic and affective transaction between Filipino women and Australian men. The Sydney Fiesta Cultura's main event is a conscious disavowal, an effort by the members of the community in general and by professional ethnic gatekeepers in particular, to instigate a forgetting by eliding the links between the source of their oppression and the uses of the female body to celebrate the triumphs of their migration through charity. As a Filipino in Sydney participating in the fiesta but also as a non-immigrant outsider, the irony of mixed-race women whose bodies are platforms for fundraising was not lost in me. Having been exposed to subtle forms of racism and sexism myself in Australia, and still preparing an ethnography of the Filipino community, it is not easy to reconcile the asymmetry between the beauty contests, on the one hand, and on the other, the violent deaths of 'mail-order brides' and bruised bodies, the widespread representation of the Filipino as a woman for sale and the jokes that Australians have come up with in their daily conversations. The spectre of the dead 'mail-order brides' who were unfortunate to survive the completion of a transnational economy of desire in the form of a happy interracial, possibly middle-class families, haunts every beauty contest ever held and that will be held in the FilipinoAustralian community. As I sat listening to families and friends cheering, mixed-race and 'native' young women performed their 'dual citizen' civic duties as beautiful, ablebodied females. The hyperfemininity of the Filipino woman as 'capital' in an economic transaction such as marriage is reproduced in these contests. More so, upon closer scrutiny, one may read the competition between 'native-looking' and 'mixed-race' woman as a history of Filipino migration, putting into sharp relief the segregation between those whose mothers were 'brides' and those whose mothers were not.
The subjectivity of the 'mail-order bride,' while erased by festivities such as the Sydney Fiesta Cultura that do not dare mention her name, cannot be fully extinguished. One may argue that Filipino-Australian material culture, and their use of media and print production, is al rooted in the circumstances of Filipino migration, and that these expressions are responses to the Australian multiculturalism that is grounded on racist and sexist parameters. In this context I argue that the diaspora philanthropy spearheaded by PASCI and the Sydney Fiesta Cultura is a targeted response to global forces siphoning resources and investments in the form of charity. A beauty contest as a communal activity seems to be not a choice but a given in a group whose female population outnumbers that of the male. In the late 1980s up to the 1990s, the Mrs. and other low-skilled labourers caught in the traffic of the global migration today. They, too, contribute to the ongoing diaspora philanthropy to the Philippines. While it may be difficult to ascertain how many of these geographically dispersed communities do beauty contests and how much of the funds raised go to charities, the broader feminisation of migration of Filipinos highlights the intimate connection between women's labour and diaspora philanthropy, and women's labour and the neoliberal market.
Conclusion
The participation of a feminised Philippine-born community in Australia in the much- Whether beauty contest or a fiesta, both material culture performances exemplify the broader hyperfeminised appropriation of coloured women's bodies and continued injustices based on gender.
